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Abstract 

In our century a Frege/Brentano wedge has gradually been driven into the mind/body problem 

so deeply that it appears to have split it into two: The problem of “qualia” and the problem of 

“intentionality.” Both problems use similar intuition pumps: For qualia, we imagine a robot 

that is indistinguishable from us in every objective respect, but it lacks subjective experiences; 

it is mindless. For intentionality, we again imagine a robot that is indistinguishable from us 

in every objective respect but its “thoughts” lack “aboutness”; they are meaningless. I will try 

to show that there is a way to re-unify the mind/body problem by grounding the “language of 

thought” (symbols) in our perceptual categorization capacity. The model is bottom-up and 

hybrid symbolic/nonsymbolic. 

I don’t know about you, but I find that ONE mind/body problem is more than enough for 

me. Yet these days the problem seems to have bifurcated, and one of its successors seems 

to be capable of spawning still more mind/body problems. The original mother of all 

mind/body problems was simply enough stated: It was a persistent conceptual difficulty 

we all had with equating mental and physical states — with squaring the felt quality of 

pain, for example, with any functional or neurophysiological story anyone might tell us. 

The problem was clearly with the felt quality of mental states — qualia — and so far no 

philosopher or cognitive scientist has solved the problem of what to make of qualia. Yet 

it is felt that cognitive science has made some overall progress in explaining mental states 

— not their felt quality but another of their unique properties, namely, their 

“intentionality” or aboutness. 

Qualia are no longer the unique mark of the mental, for philosophers had noted that 

mental states have another property that seems to be peculiar to them, namely, that they 

are ABOUT something: I believe X, I want X, I think X. There is always an object of my 

mental states; this cognitive connection between mental 
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states and the world seemed more tractable than the qualia problem, so cognitive science 

has accordingly focussed on it almost to the exclusion of the other mind/ body problem: 

How are intentional states to be accounted for physically? Several candidate 

answers exist — intentionality could be a property of certain neural states, or it could be 

a property of certain functional states (independent of the specifics of their neural 

implementation). The functional states could be “narrow” ones, consisting only of what 

goes on in the brain of the organism that has the intentional states, or the functional states 

could be “wide” ones, including in them objects and properties of the outside world. 

Wide functionalism is clearly no longer a theory of MENTAL states, since mental states 

should surely fit within the head of the organism that has them. But narrow functionalism 

and other forms of neurophysicalism are in principle candidates for explaining 

intentional states as mental states. And they have the advantage that “aboutness” is such 

an abstract property that it does not excite the kinds of contrary intuitions that qualia 

invariably do, whenever someone ventures a physical or functional account of them. 

The intuition pumps are the same in both cases, but in the case of intentionality they 

simply fail to dredge up much of anything. In both cases we can readily imagine a 

candidate that is constructed according to the favorite theory — physical or functional 

— and our concern is whether the candidate really has the mental property at issue: 

qualia in the one case and intentionality in the other. In both cases we can admit the 

possibility that the candidate may lack the mental property in question — qualia or 

intentionality, respectively — and that, because of the other dimension of the mind/body 

problem, the other- minds problem, there is no way we can know for sure. But in the 

case of qualia, the immediacy of our sense of what the candidate would lack (if it lacked 

it) — because we all know exactly what it would lack, as we all know what it feels like' 

to have qualia — makes us much less credulous about assurances that qualia have 

actually been captured by whatever properties our theory — whether physical or 

functional — singles out and recommends to us. In the case of aboutness, on the other 

hand, we are much more easily persuaded that a theory has successfully captured it, 

because, apart from qualia, we actually have no idea of what such a candidate would be 

LACKING if it lacked aboutness! 

Some intuitions can help make us more steadfast about aboutness: We can be 

reminded, as we are by Searle, that the aboutness of mental states cannot be like the 

aboutness of sentences in a book, because the latter are only about what 

1 I have substituted „what it feels like,” passim, for Nagel’s justly famous „what it’s like” criterion 

in order to bring out the critical felt-quality that really underlies its application in all instances. 
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they are interpretable as being about because creatures like us, who have mental states 

with REAL aboutness, actually do interpret them that way. So it would not do if the 

candidate system that allegedly had real aboutness were merely like a book, with 

derivative aboutness. So far so good; but what is REAL, nonderivative, intrinsic 

aboutness, then, apart from the fact that it only seems to reside in the heads of creatures 

like ourselves? 

The Turing Test (TT) has been proposed as the criterion: Surely the internal states 

of a candidate that could interact with us as a pen-pal till doomsday, completely 

indistinguishably from a real pen-pal, would have real aboutness, and not just 

interpretable-as-if aboutness, like a book. One might even have thought that the TT was 

the best criterion we could hope for, empirically and intuitively, had Searle (1980) not 

shown that, at least in one special case, there was a way of intuiting exactly what the 

candidate would be lacking — and that it would indeed be lacking it: For if the candidate 

happens to be a computer passing the TT in Chinese, and the claim is the usual 

functionalist one to the effect that it is only the programme that matters, the details of the 

implementation being irrelevant, then Searle could memorize the program — it’s really 

just a bunch of meaningless formal symbols and symbol manipulation rules — and then 

pass the TT till doomsday just as the computer does, and by exactly the same means, 

going through exactly the same functional states, yet he could truthfully report that he 

does not understand Chinese in so doing, and that the mental processes with the 

understanding (aboutness) that his real pen pal is imputing to him are not really there; 

and hence that they are not there in the computer either. 

This successful demonstration would on the face of it seem to count in favor of the 

independence of the aboutness problem from the qualia problem, and hence it would 

seem to support, rather than refute, the existence of more than one mind/body problem. 

But if we look a little more closely, we will discover that the success of Searle’s argument 

is completely parasitic on qualia in just the same way that the derivative, extrinsic 

intentionality of a book is parasitic on the elusive “real,” nonderivative, intrinsic 

intentionality in our heads. For the intuitive discrimination on which Searle’s Argument 

draws is just the distinction between understanding and not understanding what 

something is about, in other words, it is a qualitative distinction, exactly the distinction 

that underlies the difference between what I am saying now and “es amit pedig most 

mondok” — at least for those of you who do not understand Hungarian. 

It is, in other words, the fact that we all know what it FEELS like to mean X, to 

understand X, to be thinking about X, that allows us to see what the TT- passing computer 

would be lacking. Hence the absence of “aboutness” is really just the absence of certain 

kinds of qualia — the kind that accompany our understanding of natural language. I will 

expand on the implications of this in 
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a moment -— the most important of them is that there is only one mind/body problem 

after all — but first I want to lay to rest a few potential objections. 

The most typical of these objections is: How can Searle KNOW that he doesn’t 

understand Chinese? First of all, no one has even defined what it means to understand 

Chinese. And second of all, there are plenty of cases when we don’t know things we 

think we do know and vice versa: Why can’t Searle’s successful TT PERFORMANCE 

be the criterion for whether or not he understands Chinese? So if that criterion is met, 

let’s just think of it as another one of those “implicit” skills we have without knowing it 

consciously, and without knowing how we do it. 

I think this is an entirely unsatisfactory line of objection. The short version of the 

refutation would be that this kind of lifelong coherent “speaking in tongues” is about as 

likely as telepathy and clairvoyance in ordinary human life, so the analogies on which it 

is based — partial knowledge of a foreign language, the unconscious substrates of skills, 

implicit learning, knowledge and memory, etc. — are simply irrelevant. Nor is there any 

need to define “understanding a language” in order to know whether you do or you don’t 

(that was the point of the Hungarian example a moment ago). No, this kind of objection 

is motivated rather by something akin to the wrong-headedness of Freudianism, in which 

minds were likewise multiplied beyond necessity, and unconscious minds were posited, 

very much like our conscious ones in every respect, except that they were nonconscious. 

Now for the original mind/body problem it is quite obvious why positing such an entity 

would be gratuitous: If you thought it was hard to equate conscious qualia with physical 

stuff, imagine the problem with elusive “unconscious” qualia: Who, as a first 

approximation, would be the subject of those qualia, and is there anything it feels like to 

be that Freudian alter ego? For if not, then what justification is there for speaking about 

any of this unfelt stuff as another “mind” at all? 

So let us let go of the notion of “unconscious aboutness,” which is just as arbitrary 

and superfluous as “unconscious qualia,” for all attributions of MENTAL properties to 

UNconscious processes are, until further notice, parasitic on the mental properties of 

conscious processes, once again parasitic, in a word, on qualia: Only minds with 

conscious qualia can be spoken of as having unconscious processes at all. Otherwise, 

what we are talking about is the kind of NONconscious process that occurs in a rock — 

in which case it is clearer, I hope, why it should not be called UNconscious. 

At the other extreme from the supernumerary minds in Freudian thinking are the 

superordinate mental states that are the focus of the child and animal “theory of mind” 

literature. Here too, some theorists think they have a phenomenon that is independent of 

the qualia problem: How does a child or an animal know that another child or animal 

knows, or even that it itself knows? 
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I think it should be even clearer here how this second-order problem — of mental states 

that have other mental states as their objects — is based completely on the presence of 

first-order mental states in the first place. From that standpoint, higher- order 

intentionality and other-minds theories are simply particular mental states, with their 

own particular qualitative contents: As conscious human beings, we not only know what 

it feels like to feel pain, but also what it feels like to understand English (and not 

understand Hungarian), what it feels like to do something deliberately and rationally 

(versus what it feels like to do something automatically or even inadvertently: “The Devil 

made me do it!”), as well as what it feels like to know that you have such experiences, 

and to infer that others do too. Those are all just mental states with different qualitative 

contents. 

Well, having argued at length for the primacy of qualia, suppose the point was 

accepted; what next then? What is one to do about it? If all the questions about the 

presence of real mental states as opposed to as-if lookalikes are really just questions 

about the presence or absence of certain qualia, what are we to make of that, especially 

since qualia are the toughest conceptual nut to crack, when it comes to the mind/body 

problem. 

First, having established myself as a friend of qualia, let me immediately reveal a 

much less popular methodological stance I also advocate, one that immediately seems to 

take back what I’ve been at pains to establish primacy for: I am a methodological 

epiphenomenalist: Although I believe qualia are real and irreducible, and the sine qua 

non of mental states, I also believe that they will not enter at all into that Utopian true, 

complete theory of behavior and brain function that will one day be generated by that 

branch of reverse bioengineering that is cognitive science. The reason is that qualia play 

no independent causal role: They merely piggy-back on the real causality. The best we 

can ever hope to provide is a model (or models) that can pass, not only the TT (which is 

discredited until further notice) but the TTT, the Total Turing Test, which requires the 

candidate to exhibit not only a lifetime’s worth of our pen-pal capacities (i.e., our 

linguistic capacities) Turing-indistinguishably from ourselves, but also a lifetime’s worth 

of our robotic capacities — all of our sensorimotor interactions with the world, 

categorizing and manipulating all the objects, events and states of affairs that our words 

are interpretable as being about. It is on top of the functional capacity to pass the TTT 

— having ruled out all the degrees of freedom of lesser candidates — that I believe qualia 

will piggy-back. And if not, then we cannot hope to be any the wiser, because the TTT, 

unlike the TT, is immune to Searle’s Argument, and hence subject to that extra order of 

underdetermination 

— over and above the ordinary underdetermination of scientific theories by data 

— arising from the mind/body problem and its other-minds lemma. 

Let me close with a sketch of what I would recommend as a stand-in for qualia in 

cognitive theory. I think the problem of aboutness is closely related to 
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what I’ve called the “symbol grounding problem.” The approach to cognitive theory that 

Searle showed to be impracticable has been variously called “Strong AI,” 

“computationalism” and “symbolic functionalism” (SF). According to SF, mental states 

are just computational states, in other words, implemented but implementation-

independent symbols manipulated according to formal (synactic) rules. Searle has shown 

that this cannot be correct. My hypothesis as to WHY it can’t be correct is that in an 

implemented formal symbol system, as in a computer program passing the TT, the 

meanings of the symbols are “ungrounded.” They don’t mean anything TO the system; 

they are merely systematically interpretable as meaningful to us by us. Such a system is 

like a Chinese-Chinese dictionary, which, though fully interpretable and even a source 

of new word meanings to a Chinese speaker, cannot provide meanings to a non-speaker 

of Chinese. For the latter they are just ungrounded squiggles and squoggles with certain 

systematic formal interrelations (which is what they are in reality). 

How could one ground the meaning of the symbols in such a system in something 

other than just the interpretation of an outside mind? The TTT suggests a way: The TT-

scale symbolic capacity must be grounded in the TTT-scale robotic capacity. The 

“aboutness” of the system’s words and thoughts is no longer just parasitic on their 

systematic interrelations and interpretability: It is also grounded in the system’s capacity 

to categorize and manipulate that analog world of objects, events and states of affairs 

that the symbols are interpretable as being about. The TTT-system is doubly constrained 

— symbolically and robotically — whereas the TT-system is constrained only 

symbolically, and hence ungrounded. 

Grounding is by its nature a bottom-up affair. Hence my approach emphasizes 

sensorimotor categorization and manipulation. The idea is that the system learns to 

identify concrete perceptual categories from sampling positive and negative instances 

together with corrective feedback from the consequences of miscategorization. Once a 

perceptual category can be reliably identified, it can be assigned a name. Such a name is 

a grounded symbol. It can then be combined with other grounded symbols into symbol 

strings that are interpretable as statements about category membership, with new, higher-

order symbols inheriting the grounding. For example, if “horse” and “stripes” are 

grounded, “zebra” is grounded by the proposition: “A zebra is a striped horse.” And so 

on, all the way up to goodness, truth and beauty. 

There are prominent objections to this kind of hybrid bottom-uppism, and I have 

tried to answer them elsewhere. The short answer is that this kind of approach cannot be 

evaluated from the armchair and it has never really been tried. Moreover, ungrounded 

“top-down” alternatives to this approach are hanging from a symbolic skyhook. Let me 

close, however, by returning to qualia. It turns out that certain perceptual categories 

display a surprising qualitative effect that has been called “categorical perception” (CP). 

Equal sized physical variations in 
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the stimulus are in some special cases not perceived as equal-sized: They are perceived 

as smaller if they are differences within a category and bigger if they are differences 

between categories. CP has been interpreted as an instance of that interaction between 

language and perception that also goes by the name of the “Whorf-Sapir” hypothesis. 

How we name and describe the world influences what it looks like to us. 

Most of the examples of CP involve innate categories such as colors and phonemes. 

In recent experiments with Jan Andrews and Ken Livingston at Vassar we have 

confirmed that CP can also arise purely as a consequence of learning to sort and label a 

set of objects in a specified way. In comparisons between subjects that have and have 

not been trained to categorize a set of stimuli in a particular way, it was found that the 

space of perceived pairwise between-stimulus similarities is “warped” by the 

categorization training, in such a way as to compress within- category distances and 

expand between-category, cross-boundary distances. 

In an attempt to investigate what functional role this warping of qualitative 

similarity space might play in categorization, in some recent neural net simulations we 

have shown that CP arises as a natural functional component of category learning in both 

supervised and unsupervised nets, and that it plays a specific functional role in how these 

nets actually manage to partition the input space correctly into categories. 

Neural nets, being especially well suited for pattern learning, are natural candidates 

for the mechanism that learns to categorize sensory inputs so that they can be assigned 

the right identifying label, in other words, for connecting symbols to the sensory 

projections of the objects to which they refer. The limited evidence we have so far 

suggests that the way nets categorize their inputs is by modifying the distances between 

their internal representations to position them so that they can be readily separated by 

the category boundaries. If this were the mechanism of CP, it would mean that the 

subjective counterpart of the quantitative difference in the relative positions of the 

internal representations is a qualitative difference in the way we perceive the objects 

they represent. 

A priori, there seems to be no reason this should be the case: Why should learning 

to categorize things in one way rather than another result in any change in the way they 

look? If the neural net CP effect turns out to be reliable and general, one possible 

explanation is that it is merely an epiphenomenon — a side-effect of the way our 

perceptual system succeeds in finding the features that allow it to categorize things 

correctly, on the basis of feedback from miscategorization. The TTT task the 

environment actually imposes on us — successful categorization — is the real constraint. 

Changes in perceived qualitative similarity are merely a side-effect. 

It is tempting to interpret such changes as more than a side-effect, as occurring in 

the service of the task itself, which is to get the sorting done right. For what 
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would be the best way to learn to sort a large number of highly interconfusable objects 

in a specified way? To come somehow to see the ones that belong in the same category 

as looking unmistakably more like one another, and the ones that belong in different 

categories as looking unmistakably more different. 

Here we are in danger of stepping into the homuncular hermeneutic circle: We have 

an artificial neural net model that demonstrably accomplishes successful sorting by 

quantitatively altering distances in internal representational space. We see the functional 

role that those quantitative internal changes perform for accomplishing the task. We can 

even suppose that something similar goes on in our heads when we learn to categorize. 

But why should things LOOK different as a result? Why should the quantitative 

functional differences translate into qualitative phenomenal ones? 

Isn’t it enough that the unconscious function performed by my cerebral net 

computes the right sorting? If there is nothing for the artificial neural net to FEEL when 

its internal representations change, why should it be otherwise in my own case? Yet it 

is. The circularity, however, is in yielding to the temptation to ascribe an independent 

functional role to feeling rather than merely detecting those differences. That’s where 

the homuncular hermeneutics get the better of us; for, looked at objectively, the fact (and 

it is indeed a fact) that those internal, quantitative, functional differences do have 

qualitative phenomenal counterparts is not a functional fact; it is not based on the 

performance of an independent causal role. In other words, the fact that equidistant pairs 

of wave-lengths within the yellow range look more alike than equidistant pairs of hues 

that cross the yellow/green boundary, is a fact, but it is an epiphenomenal fact rather 

than a functional one. 

Indeed, not only are such qualitative differences in appearance epiphenomenal, but 

by exactly the same token, the fact that things should have any qualitative appearance at 

all is epiphenomenal, since only its detection, discrimination, identification, and 

manipulation matter functionally — not only to the TTT, which is blind to anything 

subjective, but to the Blind Watchmaker who shaped us, likewise blind to our subjective 

lives and hewing only to our adaptive structure and function. 

The only ones NOT blind to TTT-indistinguishable differences are ourselves — and 

only in our own singular cases. By the same token, even if we managed to scale up to a 

successful TTT-scale theory of all of our robotic capacities, we would still be left with 

the one mind/body problem, to which we could only try in vain to turn a blind eye. 
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